martínez vanaclocha, S.L.
CNC machining and manufacturing
46240 – Carlet, Valencia, Spain

(+34) 962 530 153 / 645 890 200

mvanaclocha@vanaclocha.es

The purpose of the present letter is to introduce you to our company as well as to show our interest in undertaking a
commercial relationship with your company.
MARTÍNEZ VANACLOCHA S.L. is an auxiliary company dedicated to the manufacturing and production field. We are
specialized in small and medium size machining of all kind of pieces demanded according to plan by our customers, in
the best conditions of price, quality and fulfillment of delivery deadlines.
We have been operating in both national and international markets since 1995, having worked with many different
companies of all those sectors that may need the production of mechanical parts.
We are specialized in optimizing the processes so as to save time and reduce costs, especially in series of large quantities
of pieces and in high-precision machining. Nevertheless, we also have great experience in machining special unitary
pieces and those that need a special holding system, in mounting assemblies of mechanical sets, in manufacturing of
prototypes and in designing special machines.

In order to achieve this target we count on a very capable human team made up by professionals with extensive
experience in the field; as well as the most advanced technical means in CNC and auxiliary machinery, necessary to
reach the flexibility and optimization in the processes that we offer.
Among our technical equipment we can point out several CNC turning centers with bar feeder and robot to supply
pieces for their automation, several CNC milling centers with interchangeable working pallet, a CNC high-velocity drilling
and threading center, automated CNC cutting saws and a wide range of conventional machinery necessary to perform
auxiliary operations: manually-operated lathes and milling machines, drilling and threading machinery, manual saws,
welding equipment, mortise, and grinding, de-burring, pressing, shot peening... machinery.
We machine a wide range of materials, producing most of our works in standard and stainless steel, aluminum and cast
iron. However, we also have great experience machining some other special materials, which include low-medium-high
carbon steel, all types of stainless steel, such as AISI 303-304-316(L), forged steel, diverse metallic exotic alloys, including
nickel, bronze, copper, brass… and a broad range of composites and plastics, such as nylon, delrin, polypropylene and
much more.

In MARTÍNEZ VANACLOCHA, S.L. we earn the confidence of our clients with our professional behavior, our seriousness
in accomplishing deadlines and the quality of our manufacturing, accredited by the UNE-EN-ISO 9001/2008 Certification.
We are interested in getting to know new customers who could be enhanced by our machining works. We are willing
to receive and look into any questions, price consultations or quotes, and will answer you as soon as possible with the
eagerness to demonstrate to you that we can be an excellent choice for all your needs.
We look forward to gaining your interest and start working with you, with the aim of improving and growing together
in a beneficial commercial relationship that will bring profits to both parties.
Best regards,

CARLOS MARTÍNEZ VANACLOCHA
Engineering and International Relations Departments

Do not forget to visit our website www.vanaclocha.es to know more about us and see our works.

